
 
 

STOP & DARE Planning Sheet* 
Premise: ___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________ 
S  = Suspend judgment.  
       List ideas for and against the premise or topic below.   
                                _____                                                       _____                                 
                                 FOR                                                    AGAINST 
•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

•________________________
________________________ 

 

       Have I listed ideas for and against?                                                               If yes, go   
 
       Can I think of anything else?                                                                          If no, go   
  
       Possible arguments that I just thought of include,…                               If none, go   
 

T  = Take a side.  
       Read the ideas on each side. 
 
       Have I placed a   on top of the side I will defend?                                   If yes, go   
 

O = Organize ideas. 
        Place   next to strong ideas I plan to use.                                                     If yes, go   
 
      Make sure I choose at least ____ ideas to use.                                               If yes, go   
 
      Did I place a   next to ideas for and against?                                              If yes, go   
 
      Make sure I choose at least ____ opposing arguments to use.                   If yes, go   
 
      Did I number the ideas I plan to use in the order I plan to use them?    If yes, go   
 

P  = Plan more as you write.  
      Follow DARE to ensure I write all four essay parts. 

D  = Develop a position statement. 
                             Write your position statement below.  
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________ 

A  = Add supporting ideas.  



R  = Report and refute counterarguments.  
                E  = End with a strong conclusion.             (*Adapted from De La Paz, 2001) 
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